1. A Scottish silver, hardstone and citrine brooch, the oval citrine within a border of six hardstone
crescents -

£30-£50

2. A small collection of wristwatches, together with a Monet necklace and another gold tone necklace
-

£20-£40

3. A pair of 9ct gold and ruby earrings, together with assorted other pairs of earrings, some 9ct
some set with pearls or jade -

£50-£80

4. A lady's 9ct gold wristwatch, by Bueche Girod, the signed hexagonal dial to 9ct bracelet strap, in
original case -

£200-£300

5. A lady's 9ct gold wristwatch by Movado, the signed circular dial to 9ct bracelet strap -

£120-£150

6. A 9ct gold bracelet, together with a stick pin with cross terminal -

£50-£100

7. A turquoise coloured silver mounted pendant on chain -

£25-£30

8. A mixed lot of coins and commemoratives, to include 2006 limited edition crown, Royal Navy £5
etc -

£20-£40

9. Three silver plated cigarette boxes, each handled, and a pewter cigarette box (4) -

£20-£40

10. A small quantity of costume jewellery, silver ring etc -

£25-£30

11. A 9ct gold ring, set with three oval garnets -

£40-£60

12. A pair of diamond ear studs, approximately 1.1ct total weight, set in 18ct white gold -

£700-£900

13. A quantity of mostly modern silver and costume jewellery, including selection of silver pendants on
chains, rings etc -

£20-£40

14. A quantity of mostly modern watches -

£20-£40

15. An emerald ring, the oval emerald in a border of 14 diamonds, in 18ct white gold mount -

£2000-£3000

16. A 9ct gold necklace, another and a 9ct gold wristwatch etc -

£70-£100

17. A group of five antique stick pins, to include examples set with articulated mother-of-pearl figure,
dog's head, coral etc -

£40-£60

18. A 19th century jewellery box, fitted with lift out trays (some losses) -

£50-£70

19. A pair of filled silver bud vases, together with a small silver trophy cup and a silver and enamel
spoon, various dates and makers -

£30-£50

20. A miniature white metal basket, with floral detail and faux woven base -

£40-£60

21. A 20th century silver cream jug, Chester 1937, in the Georgian taste -

£50-£70

22. An antique 9ct rose gold ring, set with an oval opal and another 9ct yellow gold example (2) -

£50-£70

23. A 9ct gold gate style bracelet, with safety chain 24. A diamond single stone ring, the oval cut diamond of approximately 1.2ct claw set in 18ct white
gold -

£200-£300
£2500-£3000

25. A quantity of modern jewellery boxes, mostly unused -

£30-£50

26. A quantity of black velvet covered jewellery stands -

£30-£50

27. A silver handled magnifier glass and a card case (2) -

£20-£40

28. A pair of diamond and pearl ear pendants, each set with seven graduated diamonds to a pearl
drop, set in 18ct white gold -

£500-£700

29. A silver pin cushion, in the form of a shoe, together with a silver thimble -

£40-£60

30. A silver christening mug, with leaf detail, together with a plated candelabra and other plated
wares -

£80-£120

31. A heavy silver twisted link chain, together with a silver sun brooch signed H & H De Matteo -

£40-£60

32. A 14ct gold band ring, with woven detail to front -

£50-£70

33. A small group of antique gold jewellery, including pearl and turquoise ring, pearl set brooches,
(some with stones deficient) -

£60-£100

34. A pair of American silver candlesticks, by Gorham and stamped sterling, with filled bases -

£60-£100

35. A pretty silver and enamel pill box, (marks rubbed but thought to be London 1902 or Birmingham
1906), the cover with engine turned detail and enamelled with roses -

£40-£60

36. An Edwardian silver and enamel buckle, Levi & Solomon, Birmingham 1908 -

£40-£60

37. A silver toast rack, Sheffield 1917, raised on ball feet -

£30-£50

38. A silver tined toasting fork -

£20-£30

39. A silver wine coaster, London 1994, in the antique taste -

£40-£60

40. A Victorian cranberry glass and white metal mounted double ended salt/scent bottle, with screw
end and push button to other, one with turquoise highlights -

£60-£100

41. A gent's Omega automatic steel cased wristwatch, with signed circular dial and bracelet strap -

£100-£200

42. A silver and rose quartz bracelet, a silver necklace and earring suite and assorted costume
jewellery 43. A pair of diamond, peridot and amethyst ear-pendants, with gold mounts, the collet set diamond
surmount suspending circular peridot and large pear cut amethyst 44. A 9ct gold dress ring, set with three graduated amethysts spaced by pairs of pearls 45. A yellow metal muff/guard chain 46. A yellow metal wedding band -

£30-£50
£250-£300
£50-£80
£300-£400
£40-£60

47. An antique yellow metal collar necklace, c.1840, with open work leaf and tendril links, to a barrel
clasp set with rubies and emeralds * purchased in 1988 from S J Phillips Ltd, 139 New Bond
Street, W1 -

£1000-£1500

48. A late 19th century diamond, ruby and pearl brooch, of open fleur de lys form, with a central oval
ruby and diamond cluster, two old cut diamonds and a single pearl in a mount set with old and
rose cut diamonds * purchased from Bentley & Co., 65 New Bond Street, W1 -

£2500-£3000

49. A late 19th/early 20th diamond and ruby set bangle, set to the front with openwork scrolling
diamond set mounts around a central oval cut ruby, cased -

£1000-£1500

50. A pretty 9ct gold brooch, modelled as a wren on a branch, with sapphire set eye -

£60-£100

51. A heavy curb link necklace, stamped 925, and various other costume jewellery -

£20-£40

52. A three piece carving set, each with pistol handle -

£20-£40

53. A modern table top jewellery box, with fitted folding interior -

£20-£40

54. A Georgian yellow metal vinaigrette, with lift top revealing a pierced grill, later suspension loop -

£80-£120

55. A 19th century tortoiseshell mounted, pocket knife, with various blades, comb, ear scoop, etc.,
and three other pocket/fruit knives (4) -

£40-£60

56. Of Sewing Interest: A selection of thimbles, to include 9ct gold example, Charles Horner 9ct gold
and steel lined example and others -

£40-£60

57. Of Sewing Interest: A pair of antique silver scissors, possibly Dutch, with figural stem, and a silver
measurer, stamped sterling -

£30-£50

58. An early 20th century silver pin cushion, marks rubbed, in the form of a pig -

£60-£100

59. A pair of unmounted shell cameos, one depicting Psyche and the other Cupid -

£40-£60

60. A near pair of Victorian brooches, each white metal frame with scroll and fleur de lys detail and
set with a large citrine, (one with chain) -

£60-£100

61. A small mixed lot of costume jewellery, including coral necklace, hunting brooch, butterfly wing
pendant etc -

£30-£50

62. A George III silver caddy spoon, Samuel Pemberton, Birmingham 1812, of shovel shape -

£40-£60

63. A white metal bud vase, together with a filigree work box and cover (2) -

£30-£50

64. A small quantity of buttons, to include sets of faceted and cut steel, Victorian ivory etc -

£30-£50

65. Five silver medals, various dates and makers, including military interest -

£50-£80

66. An early 20th century silver cased wristwatch, the case signed R W C Ltd for Rolex Watch
Company Limited -

£30-£50

67. A cultured pearl necklace, of long length, the pearls spaced with faceted beads -

£30-£40

68. A small group of mostly Scottish jewellery, including Tain brooch -

£30-£50

69. A 9ct gold ring, set with a heart shaped citrine with a diamond surmount -

£20-£30

70. A mixed lot of world coinage and banknotes -

£20-£30

71. A continental gold ring, with a garnet cluster, together with a faceted garnet bead necklace and
pair of ear-pendants -

£20-£30

72. A mixed lot, to include silver medals and badges, QE2 Police long service medal, silver and enamel
St Christopher etc

£20-£30

73. A small mixed lot, including three eastern bowls, silver Eversharp pencil three 800 standard
spoons, whistle and buttons -

£20-£30

74. A diamond five stone ring, set with graduated brilliant cut diamonds, in 18ct white gold mount -

£1800-£2200

75. A pair of floating diamond earrings, the white gold heart shaped earrings set with a collet set
diamond -

£150-£200

76. A ruby and diamond cluster ring, the oval ruby in a border of ten diamonds, in 18ct gold mount -

£500-£700

77. A selection of 19th century Chinese mother-of-pearl gaming tokens, each carved with traditional
subjects -

£60-£100

78. Taxidermy: A 19th century elephant foot, with brass mounts and padded stool top -

£100-£200

79. Taxidermy: A 19th century elephant foot, with brass mounts and padded stool top -

£100-£200

80. A cold painted bronze lizard, naturalistically modelled -

£80-£100

81. A pair of Chinese cloisonné enamel vases, of gu form, with turquoise ground and enamelled with
flowers, applied with animal heads -

£100-£200

82. A pair of large carved ebony model elephants, together with similar smaller examples -

£100-£200

83. A Black Forest carved bear, naturalistically modelled on all four legs and inset with ashtray bowl to
back -

£60-£100

84. A pair of African carved busts, each of a nude lady -

£40-£60

85. An impressive Japanese carved ivory elephant, Meiji period, with shibyama decoration,
caparisoned, bejewelled and intricately inlaid with mother-of-pearl, coral, tortoiseshell and stained
ivory, carved with a lotus to back, on original carved base, signed with inset red stained plaque -

£5000-£7000

86. A Chinese bamboo brush pot, with traditional carved decoration -

£20-£30

87. A pair of early 20th century carved ivory elephants, naturalistically carved -

£40-£60

88. An early 20th century ivory carving, of graduated elephants, on wooden base -

£50-£80

89. An early 20th century carved ivory box and cover, cylindrical, the cover carved with elephants
head -

£50-£70

90. A set of nine graduated ivory model elephants, early 20th century -

£40-£60

91. A late 19th/early 20th century carved ivory group, depicting lions attacking an elephant, some
losses, together with another depicting monkeys attacking a stag (a/f) -

£60-£100

92. A 19th century carved ivory key (possibly once a Stanhope), together with other antique ivories -

£40-£60

93. A small antique ivory carving of a skiing bear -

£20-£30

94. A pair of antique tortoiseshell models of rickshaws, each with retractable hood -

£80-£120

95. A 19th century tortoiseshell and mother-of-pearl inlaid model guitar -

£40-£60

96. An early 20th century tortoiseshell and ivory mounted box, with slightly domed top and raised on
four paw feet -

£40-£60

97. A 19th century Grand Tour Italian table chest, of small size and inset with lapis lazuli, agates and
other specimens, and raised on four ball feet -

£100-£200

98. A 19th century cased perfume bottle, the oval case enamelled with panel of flowers on a turquoise
ground, the interior with velvet lining and enclosing a small glass bottle -

£60-£100

99. A 19th century enamel patch pot, with silver and gilded highlights and a central floral panel, on a
deep blue ground (damages), together with an agate box and another pot and cover and an
amber glass scent/salts bottle (4) -

£40-£60

100. A small gilt metal table top box, with neo-classical decoration -

£40-£60

101. A 19th century Canton enamel box and cover, octagonal and decorated with figures, and another
similar box of gourd shape -

£40-£60

102. A 19th century brass mounted ivory folding rule and an American fob pencil -

£40-£50

103. A late 19th/early 20th century brass go-to-bed, depicting a reading monk, hinged for matches -

£50-£80

104. A brass lizard, together with a smaller pair of lizards and a pair of brass frogs (5) -

£30-£50

105. A miniature Japanese jewellery box, with lacquered cockerel detail to doors, the interior with three
drawers (lacking handles) -

£30-£40

106. A late 19th/early 20th century Japanese ivory okimono, Meiji period, carved to depict two figures
blowing gourds, signed with red lacquer plaque to base (some losses) 107. An early 19th century Anglo Indian Vizagapatam sandalwood and ivory sewing box, of
sarcophagus shape, with starburst fluted top, reeded ivory finial and feet, edged with scrolling
ivory and penwork decoration, the fitted interior with compartment to lid, removeable tray with
ivory edged and lidded compartments, all on ribbed ivory feet -

£200-£300
£1200-£1500

108. A pair of early 20th century carved ivory elephants, naturalistically carved -

£30-£50

109. A Wedgwood dragon lustre bowl, designed by Daisy Makeig-Jones, octagonal and decorated with
a dragon and several phoenix to the interior (a/f) and a Maling lustre bowl -

£20-£40

109A. Four Beswick Beatrix Potter figures, together with two Royal Albert similar -

£20-£40

110. A set of three Poole Pottery graduated plates and another pair of Poole plates -

£20-£40

111. A 20th century Chinese vase, decorated with panels of figures in the famille palette -

£30-£50

112. Two continental models of dogs -

£20-£40

113. Four 19th century figures, including lady with scroll, fruit sellers etc -

£80-£100

114. A Worcester part tea service, crescent mark, decorated with flowering sprigs and with gilded blue
border, with associated similar teawares -

£100-£200

115. A large 19th century French jardinière, by Keller & Guerin, Lunville, enamelled on a deep red
ground -

£80-£100

116. A tall cut glass vase, of trumpet shape and with all over cut decoration, and other glassware -

£50-£100

117. A Bohemian ruby glass perfume bottle and stopper and two similar blue examples, all with gilded
highlights and a/f -

£50-£80

118. A Chinese famille rose tray and a group of similarly decorated jars and covers -

£60-£100

119. A set of four 19th century Davenport cups and saucers, each decorated in the Imari palette -

£40-£60

120. A pair of Chinese blue and white plates, each painted with deer, birds and flowering trees on a
bank -

£40-£60

121. A set of six cut glasses, each with green glass bowl, faceted knop and cut foot -

£20-£40

122. A modern Caithness glass bowl, from the Ebony range -

£20-£40

123. Eight modern decorative teapots, including Teapottery examples, all boxed

£20-£30

124. A Portmeirion coffee service, in the Totem pattern -

£40-£50

125. A group of Chinese blue and white dinnerwares, comprising four soup bowls and three plates,
each painted with shepherdess and three goats under a tree, within a border of flowers and
butterflies -

£40-£60

126. A 19th century Dresden mirror, oval and surmounted by cherubs and swags of flowers -

£50-£80

127. A pair of 19th century porcelain figures, comprising a winged violinist and companion, together
with another pair of figural groups -

£40-£60

127A. A small lot of mostly 19th century porcelain, to include Meissen style cup, cover and saucer with
figural decoration and crossed swords mark, similar shaped saucer, shaped dish pen tray etc -

£60-£100

128. An early 20th century Royal Doulton vase, decorated with fruiting vines -

£20-£30

129. A pair of 19th century Bohemian green glass goblets, together with a pair of cranberry glasses -

£30-£50

129A. A mixed lot of china, to include tin glazed plates, German vase and dish etc -

£20-£40

130. A heavy cut glass jug, together with two glass hors d'oeuvres dishes and a seven piece Grosvenor
china teaset -

£40-£60

131. A set of six Apilco seafood ramekins, other ramekins, Denby lidded soup bowls etc -

£20-£30

132. A quantity of Drioli liqueur decanters -

£20-£30

133. A quantity of Toby jugs, to include examples by Woods, Royal Doulton and Kensington Price -

£40-£60

134. A quantity of advertising water jugs, including examples for Whyte & Mackay, Mackenzie,
Glenfiddich etc -

£40-£60

135. A group of ten advertising water jugs, including examples for Beefeater gin, Dewars whisky etc -

£40-£60

136. A group of thirteen advertising water jugs, including examples for Teachers, Ambassador, Pipers
etc -

£40-£60

137. A group of twelve stoneware lemonade and ginger beer bottles, including coloured tops and
examples for Norman, R Whites, Gilby Son & Webb Ltd -

£30-£50

138. Fifteen eye baths, including blue and green glass examples and others -

£20-£30

139. Fifteen eye baths, including blue and green glass examples -

£20-£30

140. A mixed lot of domestic china and kitchenalia, including four bird pie funnels, Beswick butter dish,
glass moulds and egg cups etc -

£30-£50

141. A selection of decorative teapots, together with two graduated Woods green glaze jugs -

£20-£30

141A. A blue and white ewer and basin, transfer printed with floral decoration and another ewer and
basin printed with aesthetic style decoration -

£20-£30

142. A mixed lot of glassware, to include cut glass vase, 19th century drinking glass, another cut with
an 'E' below a crown etc -

£20-£30

143. A pair of large glass rummers and another glass -

£20-£30

144. A mixed lot of decorative china, to include Royal Worcester Noritake vase, Chinese blue and white
vase etc -

£30-£50

145. A small lot of 19th century china, including Copeland Spode jugs, teawares decorated en grisaille
etc -

£20-£30

146. A group of five Geobel birds, including nuthatch and blue tit (5) -

£40-£60

147. A pair of Japanese vases, each decorated with temples in a landscape on a pale blue ground
(some restoration) -

£20-£40

148. A Japanese Satsuma Koro and cover (a/f), a Satsuma button, a cylindrical pot and cover and a
dish (4) -

£20-£40

149. A Baccarat glass decanter and stopper, of lozenge design, etched signature -

£20-£40

150. A Murano glass gondolier and a large balloon style glass -

£20-£40

151. A group of Lladro and Nao, to include Lladro girl with basket, Lladro seated girl (a/f) etc -

£20-£40

152. A quantity of assorted thimbles (approximately 120) -

£20-£40

153. A quantity of Wade figures and ornaments, including British myths and legends, tortoise etc -

£30-£50

154. A late 18th century reverse print/painting on glass, circa 1780, titled The Happy Sportsman by W
B Walker -

£20-£40

155. Four modern prints -

£20-£40

156. John Bratby - 'Early Springtime: Flowers carefully cultivated indoors 1' Acrylic on board, signed,
with accompanying letters *Exhibited and purchased by the vendor from the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition in 1975 - This lot is being sold to benefit the restoration work at Minstead
Church -

£3000-£4000

157. Five mid 19th century prints from a series by Chavanne, each depicting the interior of the Great
Exhibition -

£20-£40

158. J Hume, 20th Century - Four studies of swans, each framed and signed -

£30-£50

159. 1960's School - Girl seated at a window, oil on canvas and a companion (2) -

£40-£60

160. J Stone, 20th Century - Sotheby's, oil on canvas, signed -

£30-£50

161. Aguilar, 1960's - Boating scene, oil on canvas, another similar an a shipping chart (3) -

£40-£60

162. T C Butt, 20th Century - Poppies and other flowers, oil on board, signed -

£30-£50

163. Three Vanity Fair prints 'Stanley House', 'Chippenham Park' and 'The Record Revolvers Shot' (3) -

£20-£30

164. Henrietta Nicholson - Castle view, oil on canvas, initialled C H N and dated 85 -

£40-£60

165. 20th Century School - Girl in fields, oil on board, apparently unsigned -

£30-£50

166. Paddy Lennon, b. 1955 - Untitled, oil on board, initialled P L and dated '95 -

£100-£200

167. Alau, 20th Century - Abstract oil on canvas and another rural scene signed L E Brack -

£20-£40

168. After Rachel Long, 20th Century - A pair of prints of Mudeford Quay and Christchurch Priory and
another by a different artist (3) -

£20-£40

169. A pair of Boucher prints after Dendy Sadler each pencil signed and in gilded frames -

£20-£40

170. A pair of mezzotints, by Randall Mason after J M W Turner and other prints -

£20-£40

171. A mixed lot of pictures and prints, to include horseracing sketch, print of cycling interest etc -

£20-£40

172. A mixed lot of pictures, including watercolour views, many signed works -

£20-£40

173. After Berthe Morisot - 'The Harbour at L'Orient', together with 'The Pond at Marley' after Alfred
Sisley, a pair of framed prints -

£20-£40

174. An interesting folio of works, to include 20th century pen illustrations and sketches, prints etc -

£20-£40

175. After T Hearn and engraved by Byrne & Middiman - A print titled Lumley Castle *purportedly from
Longleat House together with another print of the Quorn Hunt

£20-£40

176. 19th Century School, Manner of G Armfield - A pair of Terrier studies, oil on board, apparently
unsigned -

£100-£200

177. * Stewart, 20th Century - Two polo players, signed and dated '93 and another of a polo horse -

£70-£100

178. A group of etchings and engravings, to include three views signed Dobson, and assorted
engravings of local Dorset and Hampshire interest -

£20-£40

179. An early 20th century artists sketchbook, containing works by Helen M Ogden, including botanical
studies, portraits etc -

£20-£40

180. A large oak frame containing a photographic portrait of an Edwardian lady -

£20-£40

181. A head and shoulder portrait of a girl, signed Eileen Chandler, another study of a girl dated 1881
and other pictures -

£20-£40

182. A shelf of books, including early 19th century Latin volume, fiction and history and a small
selection of volumes, on heraldry etc -

£20-£40

183. A shelf of books of gardening interest -

£20-£40

184. Automobilia: A large quantity of ephemera relating to various car marques -

£50-£80

185. A shelf of books, assorted interest -

£20-£40

186. A large quantity of volumes, assorted interest -

£30-£50

187. A quantity of Chips comics 1896-1897, in bound book -

£40-£60

188. A quantity of Rainbow comics 1930's (9) -

£20-£40

189. A 25 volume set of the Works of Robert Louis Stevenson, Swanston Edition -

£30-£50

189A. Two shelves of books, assorted interest -

£20-£40

190. A selection of Beatrix Potter books and associated items, toys etc -

£30-£50

191. Assorted volumes, to include fiction and reference -

£20-£30

192. A 20 volume set of the works of Stanley J Weyman, 14 volumes of Rudyard Kipling and other
volumes -

£30-£50

193. Cigarette Cards: A framed display of 50 Ogdens Trick Billiards cards -

£20-£30

194. A vintage dolls pram, coach sprung, together with a doll -

£20-£40

195. A vintage dolls crib, together with a jointed doll, marked A S, with open/close eyes and painted
open mouth -

£20-£30

196. A painted metamorphic dolls chair, with decoupage detail and another similar painted chair (2) -

£20-£40

197. Two vintage Pedigree dolls, one with open/close rolling eyes, open mouth, moulded hair, the
other with similar and glued hair -

£30-£50

198. Stamps: World assortment, loose and in albums -

£20-£40

199. Two Victorian brass circular stands, another square trivet with openwork detail etc -

£40-£60

200. Charlie Bears: Chillblaine -

£30-£40

201. Charlie Bears: FlapJack -

£30-£40

202. Charlie Bears: An anniversary bear Anniversary Malcolm -

£30-£40

203. Charlie Bears: Benson -

£40-£60

204. Charlie Bears: Hubble -

£40-£60

205. Charlie Bears: Molly Coddle -

£40-£60

206. Charlie Bears: A collectors' club bear 'Tea Leaf' -

£40-£60

207. A quantity of vintage skating boots (lacking blades) -

£30-£40

208. Two vintage wall masks, together with a tribal carving and another mask -

£20-£40

209. A large heavily carved mask -

£20-£40

210. A pair of carved hardwood bookends, each of book design and carved with a rhinocerous,
together with a Japanese style box of toad form and a Buddha figure -

£20-£40

211. A vintage hadbag, with brass locks and single handle -

£20-£40

212. Stamps: GB and World collection, in several albums, with FDC's and colonial issues -

£30-£50

213. A vintage Karma Chameleon novelty animated telephone -

£20-£40

214. Postcards: Approximately 180 postcards various topics -

£20-£40

215. Postcards: Approximately 40 Bamforth postcards -

£20-£40

216. Postcards: Approximately 40 cartoon and humorous postcards -

£20-£40

217. Postcards: Approximately 46 postcards, including 5 WWI prisoner of war -

£20-£40

218. A limited edition pink leather Jaynati bag, for Breast Cancer Care -

£20-£40

219. Postcards: A quantity of loose cards, including topographical, portrait, greetings, some Bamforths
etc -

£20-£40

220. A mixed lot, including cigarette cards, scrap albums, ephemera etc -

£20-£40

221. Stamps: GB and World, including loose, some reference volumes etc -

£20-£40

222. A red leather handbag -

£20-£40

223. A quantity of vintage 78's and memorabilia relating to George Formby -

£20-£40

224. A quantity of pianola rolls -

£20-£40

225. An early 20th century stained pine box, the inside stamped Lord Roberts Workshop, and another
box (2) -

£20-£40

226. A 20th century music box, another box designed as a book and various others -

£30-£40

227. A group of eight snow globes, including some musical and of Disney interest -

£30-£50

228. A small inlaid and brass mounted box, with lined interior -

£30-£50

229. A pair of brass photograph frames, each with easel back, and a brass chamberstick -

£30-£50

230. A group of assorted boxes, some with secret mechanisms -

£40-£60

231. Three vintage tins, to include an example featuring the Queen Mary -

£20-£30

232. A Supercup football game, a Subbuteo set and two extra teams -

£60-£80

233. A 112 bottle wine rack -

£20-£40

234. A Tudric pewter tea service, on tray -

£40-£60

235. A collection of photographs and ephemera, mostly relating to the Chawner & Golding families,
believed to have a connection to Rupert Chawner Brooke -

£40-£60

236. A collection of photographs, postcards and ephemera relating to the Blanchard family of
Blandford, Dorset -

£40-£60

237. A collection of photographs and ephemera relating to Gobie and Woodward families -

£40-£60

238. A family archive, photographs an ephemera relating to the Gregory family, including air traffic
control interest -

£40-£60

239. A collection of photographs and ephemera relating to the Collingwood family, mostly Barton on
Humber and Bournemouth -

£20-£30

240. A collection of photographs and ephemera, mostly relating to the Anderson family of Lancashire -

£25-£30

241. A group of family photographs and ephemera, early 20th century and believed to be a family from
Dorchester -

£25-£30

242. A group of photographs and ephemera, mostly relating to the Charley family, including early 20th
century Jamaica interest and POW WW2 interest -

£50-£70

243. A WWI period album, detailing Lt Col N E Cutlers war, and another album from the same period -

£80-£100

244. A quantity of early 20th century photographs, mostly relating to the Featherstone family, including
military -

£50-£80

245. Six mid 20th century family photographs -

£50-£80

246. Three mid 20th century photograph and ephemera albums, including some military interest, many
Bournemouth and Christchurch interest -

£40-£60

247. A group of eight family photograph albums, including London scenes, topographical etc -

£80-£100

248. A quantity of early 20th century ephemera, including theatrical, much relating to Angus M Cannan
-

£40-£60

249. A mixed lot to include Edwardian sketch book, 19th Century slides, oil sketch of a Pekingese,
artists' materials, etc -

£30-£50

250. A quantity of cigarette cards, including loose, mounted and sets -

£20-£30

251. Stamps: GB and World mix, QV > QE2 -

£40-£50

252. Stamps: GB and World mix, Edward VII - QE2, FDC's etc -

£40-£50

253. Stamps: GB and World, loose and in albums -

£40-£50

254. Stamps: GB and World mix, QV - QE2 -

£40-£50

255. A quantity of ephemera relating to RMS Queen Mary, Cunard and other liners -

£30-£50

255A. A bugle, applied with Royal Artillery badge -

£20-£40

256. Postcards: A quantity of loose postcards, including topographical, greetings and religious -

£30-£50

257. Postcards: A quantity of loose postcards, mostly topographical and some greetings -

£30-£50

258. Stamps: World in stockbooks, pages etc -

£20-£40

259. Stamps: On many pages -

£20-£40

260. Stamps: Mixture on/off paper -

£20-£40

261. Stamps: World on showcards, catalogue £700 + -

£30-£40

262. Stamps: GB and World collection, loose and in albums, including S America -

£30-£50

263. Stamps: GB and World collection, mostly in albums -

£40-£60

264. Stamps: World mix, including loose -

£40-£50

265. Stamps: A GB and World collection, including FDC's -

£60-£100

265A. A quantity cigarette cards, all loose, including some sets -

£20-£40

266. A pair of slab onyx bookends -

£25-£30

267. A pair of onyx bookends, modelled as horses heads -

£25-£30

268. A sideli style box, containing draught pieces, a folding chess set, inlaid circular box, 19th century
snuff box etc -

£30-£40

269. A Bristol United Clock Company strut clock, the case of floral and foliate design -

£30-£40

270. A Watermans fountain pen, cased -

£20-£30

270A. A small mixed lot, to include pair of bamboo brush pots, pair of middle eastern vases etc -

£20-£40

271. A group of Victorian style copper jelly and food moulds -

£20-£40

272. Stamps: The Triumph Album of GB and World stamps -

£20-£40

273. Stamps: Two World stock books -

£20-£40

274. A large collection of labelled British fossil specimens, including Echinoids, giant Devil's Toenail
oysters, gastropods and shark teeth from the world famous Barton Beds, bivalves, fossil sponges,
brachiopods, belemnites, ammonite aptychii and fossil wood from the Jurassic Coast Fossil Forest
of Dorset -

£70-£100

275. A collection of British and worldwide mineral specimens -

£40-£60

276. A modern violin, cased with bow -

£20-£40

277. Postcards: A box of approximately 600 assorted British postcards -

£40-£60

278. Postcards: A box of approximately 125 continental vintage postcards, circa 1905, all undivided
backs -

£30-£50

279. Postcards: An album of approximately 276 vintage British postcards -

£60-£80

280. Postcards: An album of approximately 160 old/rare postcards, Middle East -

£60-£100

281. An early 19th century wall hanging corner cabinet, of small size and with single glazed door -

£20-£40

282. A stripped pine trunk/blanket box, with lift top enclosing lidded candle box -

£40-£60

283. A large Indian carpet, worked on a cream ground -

£20-£30

284. A captain's style swivel desk chair (a/f) -

£30-£40

285. A large modern oak coffee table, of square design -

£20-£40

286. A modern oak coffee table, of rectangular design -

£20-£40

287. A rosewood effect extending dining table, oval, on tapering legs, together with six dining chairs -

£60-£100

288. A rosewood effect wall cabinet, with arrangement of sliding doors and drawers over shelves -

£40-£60

289. A rosewood effect square topped coffee table -

£20-£40

290. An oak gateleg table, on baluster supports -

£20-£40

291. A pair of red leather reclining swivel chairs, one with footstool -

£40-£60

292. A large modern glass fronted cabinet and another similar smaller example -

£20-£40

293. A pair of pine three drawer chests -

£20-£40

294. A 19th century walnut 'X' framed stool, carved with foliate detail and with upholstered seat -

£40-£60

295. An oak gateleg table, on barley twist supports -

£40-£60

295A. A brass standard lamp, with adjustable swing arm -

£20-£40

296. An Edwardian walnut pot cupboard, with single door -

£30-£50

297. An early 20th century oak framed wall mirror, with oval plate in shaped frame -

£20-£30

298. A 19th century gilt framed pier mirror, the large rectangular frame with leaf capped columns and
flowerheads to corners (some losses) -

£30-£50

298A. A modern oak finish table, with drop leaves, with two chairs -

£30-£50

299. A pair of corbels, modelled with fruit decoration -

£20-£30

300. A 19th century painted elm stool, on three chamfered legs -

£20-£40

301. An oval topped loo style dining table, on central baluster column and four brass capped legs -

£20-£40

302. A French chestnut dresser, the top with central glazed section flanked by cupboard doors on
shaped supports to a base fitted with two drawers and cupboard doors -

£50-£80

303. An oak coffee/occasional table, the rectangular top on turned supports -

£20-£40

304. A three legged stool -

£20-£40

305. A modern Windsor type rocking chair, with wheelback and solid seat -

£20-£40

306. A French sideboard, fitted with cupboard door and drawer around an open shelf -

£40-£60

307. A small oak occasional table, with drop leaves -

£20-£40

307A. An early 20th century oak three tier folding plate stand -

£20-£40

308. A red leather tub style club chair -

£60-£100

309. A red leather tub style club chair -

£60-£100

310. A two piece display/book case, with gilded detail, the glazed top enclosing shelves over a base of
three drawers -

£60-£100

311. A carved and stained oak blanket box, with figural mounts and carved with 'C' scroll and foliate
detail -

£60-£100

312. An oak finish tea trolley and two reproduction wine tables -

£20-£30

313. A George III style serpentine fronted bedside chest and another bow fronted example -

£40-£60

314. A reproduction bureau -

£20-£30

315. A very large oak refectory style table, in the medieval taste, the long planked rectangular top over
carved frieze and turned legs united by stretcher -

£200-£300

316. A dark oak Ercol sideboard, with two drawers over cupboard doors -

£30-£50

317. A tall pine cabinet, narrow, with glazed top over arrangement of drawers and cupboard doors -

£40-£60

318. A 19th century style white painted chaise, with acanthus leaf and scrolling frame, button back
upholstery and leaf capped legs -

£100-£200

319. A brass topped tiffin table, the large circular dish on folding base -

£20-£40

320. A small oak gateleg occasional table -

£30-£40

321. An early 20th century oak book table, in the Liberty style, with open shelves and pierced supports
-

£40-£60

322. A Edwardian brass mounted purdonium, with inlaid detail to fall front, enclosing liner -

£25-£30

323. A 19th century Empire style tortoiseshell and brass mounted Boulle work Bonheur du Jour, the
shaped top with two doors enclosing shelves over two drawers, the base with frieze drawer, over
figural mounts and slender legs -

£300-£500

324. A French kingwood and brass mounted vitrine, with shaped top and bowed glass sides, one glass
shelf and lined base, to leaf mounted legs (crack to one side) -

£200-£300

325. A five drawer table top chest -

£50-£70

326. A pair of tile back side chairs, each inset with a Mintons Shakespearean tile by John Moyr Smith -

£40-£60

327. A 19th century tortoiseshell and brass mounted Boulle work pier cabinet, with marble top over
single glass door enclosing lined interior -

£200-£300

328. A 19th century tortoiseshell and brass Boulle work mirror, the rectangular frame with shaped
bevel plate -

£150-£200

329. A small walnut veneered work table and contents -

£30-£40

330. A 19th century rosewood foldover card table, with baize lining, beadwork detail and carved panel
to front, on four columns and leaf carved legs -

£150-£200

331. A George III mahogany bookcase chest, with two glazed doors enclosing adjustable shelves and
drawers, the bow fronted chest, with two short and three long drawers -

£300-£500

332. A brass cased carriage clock, of oval shape, with Roman and Arabic markers, under glass dome -

£200-£300

333. A large gilt cased timepiece, with circular dial with Roman markers, with Corinthian column
supports, in fitted case -

£300-£500

334. An 18th century lantern clock, with pierced brass detail, apparently unsigned -

£450-£500

335. A 19th century carved oak occasional table, with circular top, fruiting vine carved frieze, central
leaf carved column and three acanthus carved legs and paw feet -

£60-£100

336. A nest of three oak tables -

£30-£40

337. An early 20th century dished top stool, with inset bead detail, dated 1922 -

£40-£60

338. An Edwardian dressing table, with swing plate, the base with three long drawers -

£30-£50

339. A Victorian mahogany chest of drawers, straight fronted and with two short and three long
drawers -

£100-£200

340. A reproduction corner cabinet -

£20-£30

341. A walnut Sutherland table, on slender supports and another similar -

£50-£70

342. A Victorian walnut Wellington chest, with seven graduated drawers and typical locking bars -

£150-£200

343. A Vienna style wall clock, with walnut and ebonised case -

£100-£200

344. An Edwardian walnut and inlaid chair, with vertical column splat and needlework seat, on tuned
legs and casters -

£20-£30

345. A low open bookcase, with adjustable shelves -

£30-£50

346. An Edwardian walnut compactum wardrobe, with carved swan neck pediment over two mirrored
doors, flanking carved doors, central shelf and arrangement of five drawers, together with a
matching dressing table -

£150-£200

347. An oak sectional barristers bookcase by Globe Wernicke, of three labelled sections -

£150-£200

348. An early 20th century aneroid barometer, signed for Martell, Southampton -

£30-£50

349. An oak occasional table, with circular top and similar undertier -

£20-£40

350. A circular oak carved wall mirror, with oak leaf and acorn detail to frame -

£20-£40

351. A 19th century Pembroke table, of small size, with end drawer and turned legs and brass casters -

£40-£60

352. A 19th century pine chest of drawers, fitted with two short over three long drawers, with painted
detail and turned legs -

£100-£200

353. A twin-branch table lamp, the base decorated with figures dancing before temples, with shade -

£30-£50

354. An antique table lamp, the base with enamelled and gilded mounts -

£30-£50

355. An oriental style table lamp, with floral detail and gilded highlights -

£20-£40

356. A large golden oak linen press/cupboard, fitted with two doors enclosing shelves, the base with
three drawers over cupboard doors -

£100-£200

357. A 19th century oak writing box, with morocco covered slope, inkwell, dip pens and ink -

£30-£50

358. An early 20th century oak stationery rack, tambour fronted and revealing pigeon holes -

£30-£50

359. An Edwardian style open wall shelf, with pierced supports and single drawer -

£25-£30

360. A cantilever work box, on legs, together with a small quantity of lace in lidded basket -

£20-£30

361. A pine farmhouse table, with rectangular top on turned legs -

£40-£60

362. A Victorian mahogany chest, fitted with two short and four long drawers -

£80-£100

363. A George III style mahogany chest, straight fronted and fitted with two short and three long
drawers, on bracket feet -

£100-£200

364. An Edwardian mirror backed sideboard, the inset mirror between column supports, the base with
two drawers and cupboard doors, on tapering legs and spade feet -

£100-£200

365. A set of five Hepplewhite style dining chairs, each with wheat ear detail and pierced splat, drop-in
seat and tapering legs -

£40-£60

366. An early 20th century bow fronted display cabinet, with leaf detail to glazing bars, on claw and
ball feet -

£40-£60

367. An oak desk, with drop flap to one side and four drawers to the other -

£30-£50

368. An early 20th century oak bookcase, with leaded glass doors enclosing adjustable shelves, on
short cabriole legs -

£40-£50

369. A 19th century mahogany commode (lacking liner) -

£20-£40

370. An oak gateleg table, on barleytwist supports -

£30-£50

371. A three drawer bedside chest -

£30-£50

372. An Art Deco style photo frame -

£20-£30

373. A George III mahogany linen press, with dentil cornice over two doors enclosing slides, the base
with two short and two long drawers and bracket feet -

£300-£400

374. A set of three glass chandeliers, each with five branches and suspending faceted drops -

£60-£100

375. A 19th century stool, with sloped seat -

£20-£40

376. A tall magazine rack/stand, with caned sides over shelf and turned legs -

£20-£40

377. A mahogany breakfast table, of small size, with circular top on quatrefoil base -

£20-£40

378. An Edwardian inlaid elbow chair, with flowerhead inlay and padded needlework seat, on slender
legs -

£20-£40

379. An onyx and brass standard lamp, with three sconces -

£20-£40

380. An elm table, with circular top on crossed shaped support -

£20-£40

381. A large rug, worked with flowers on a deep red ground -

£20-£40

382. An Edwardian bracket clock, with circular dial in shaped case with ribbon inlay (with key) -

£20-£40

383. A mahogany waterfall bookcase, of small size -

£20-£30

384. An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid mantel clock, the shaped case inlaid with floral decoration in
the Art Nouveau style -

£40-£60

385. An oak bureau, with fall front over two drawers -

£20-£30

386. A modern stick back rocking chair -

£20-£40

387. An Edwardian dressing table, with line inlay, swing plate mirror and arrangement of drawers -

£40-£50

388. A Fox carbon fibre carp rod, 12', with a Daiwa bait runner carp reel -

£70-£100

389. A scratch built wooden sailing barge -

£20-£40

390. A vintage pressure gauge, the circular dial signed for Macklow-Smith -

£20-£40

391. A post war bearing repeater from naval patrol boat -

£40-£60

392. A mixed lot of militaria, to include shell cases, bolas, books etc -

£20-£40

393. A garden statue of a labrador -

£20-£40

394. A retro garden rocking chair -

£20-£30

395. A Land Rover jack and another jack -

£20-£30

396. A late 19th/early 20th century carriage, with original lamps and features, in need of restoration -

£200-£300

397. A Ritchie Powerdamp compass -

£20-£40

398. Four 1940's Corned Beef crates, each stencilled -

£40-£60

399. Six 1940's crates, each painted/stained -

£40-£60

400. A Raleigh Topaz bicycle -

£20-£30

401. A gent's Raleigh bicycle -

£20-£30

402. A concrete garden water feature, in the form of a standing lady -

£20-£40

403. A quantity of garden items, including two handled planter, watering cans etc -

£20-£40

404. A Clarke Strong-Arm hydraulic motorcycle lift, Model CML5 -

£50-£100

405. A Greenkat spotting scope with tripod -

£70-£90

406. A quantity of tools -

£20-£40

407. Automobilia: Assorted items, including car hoses, handles etc., 1970's/80's -

£20-£40

